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Boost Mobile offers iPhone SE on us this holiday season
Just in time for the holidays, Boost Mobile looks to make the iconic iPhone accessible to all
Americans with a brand new iPhone SE

Boost Mobile is serving up joy this holiday season with a new iPhone SE¹ when you shop at Boost
Mobile stores, on us.  Starting today, new customers switching to Boost Mobile can experience the
most affordable iPhone with 3 months prepaid on Boost’s premium unlimited plan ($60/mo).

It’s the mobile event of the holiday season, ensuring iPhone SE is more accessible to all and packaged
just right. 

Powered by the Apple-designed A13 Bionic, iPhone SE comes in three beautiful colors — black, white
and (PRODUCT)RED, features a single-camera system that unlocks the benefits of Portrait mode, and
is designed to withstand the elements with dust and water resistance.² 

Find more holiday deals at BoostMobile.com and rush home with your treasures!

¹Offer valid 12/10/21-1/6/22. While supplies last. Excl. tax. Limit 1 device/line. Avail. for new
customers only. First three (3) months service charge and tax due at sale. Req. port-in & activation on
$60 Boost® Unlimited Plus plan; excl. ports from Sprint-related carriers. In sel. markets
(excl. boostmobile.com or national retailers). Discount applied toward phone purchase; no cash back,
credit or rain checks. Sel. models only, no substitutions. Selection & availability vary by retailer. 
Unlimited Services: K-Health benefit begins month 2. Unlimited customers who use more than 35GB of
LTE data during a billing cycle will have speeds reduced.
See boostmobile.com/networkmanagement for details. Includes 50 domestic voice roaming minutes
(sel. devices). Int’l. svcs. extra. Unlimited svcs. are on-network only. Sales tax is not included and is
collected in accordance with state and local laws. Unlimited customers who use more than 35GB of
LTE data during a billing cycle will have speeds reduced.
See boostmobile.com/networkmanagement for details. Includes 50 domestic voice roaming minutes
(sel. devices). Int’l. svcs. extra. Unlimited svcs. are on-network only. Sales tax is not included and is
collected in accordance with state and local laws. Other terms: Offers/coverage not avail. everywhere
or for all phones/networks. Voice roaming is not avail. on iPhones. Boost reserves the right to change
or cancel an offer at any time. Prohibited network use rules & other restrictions apply. See
participating dealers for details. ©2021 DISH Wireless L.L.C. All rights reserved. Apple and iPhone are
registered trademarks of Apple, Inc. All other marks are the property of their respective owners.

²iPhone SE is splash, water, and dust resistant and was tested under controlled laboratory conditions;
iPhone SE has a rating of IP67 under IEC standard 60529 (maximum depth of 1 meter up to 30
minutes). Splash, water, and dust resistance are not permanent conditions and resistance might
decrease as a result of normal wear. Do not attempt to charge a wet iPhone; refer to the user guide
for cleaning and drying instructions. Liquid damage not covered under warranty.
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